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Chapter: 1540

In the next few minutes, ** and others fully realized what despair is.

Lin Fan is killing!

But he was not only killing people, but also venting his anger, crushing

corpses!

He watched Lin Fan helplessly, tearing his companions to pieces one

by one, and in the end there was a complete body.

** Already scared to pee!

Because he knows very well, this is what he will end up next!

Lin Fan will never let him go!

He looked at Lin Fan tremblingly, unable to hide his fear in his eyes:

“What has happened to you all these years?”

Lin Fan, how could it become so terrifying?

The waste that was trampled under their feet before, now killing them

is as easy as trampling on a piece of ants!

This is simply a dream!

“Thanks to you, I experienced hell, the hell your Lin family gave!”

Lin Fan said coldly, pinching his throat with one hand and lifting him

up in the air.

哢嚓!

With a crack, Lin Fan’s neck was broken abruptly!

Qiqiao bleeds to death!

**’S eyes were about to burst open, with deep regrets in them.

If he didn’t hold Bai Yi in the first place, maybe it would be a different

result now.

The dragon has inverse scales, it must be killed if it touches it!

And just now!

The **’s phone rang, Lin Fan answered for him, and an impatient curse

came from the other end:

“**, are you dead? When is it, people won’t bring me back?”

Hearing this familiar voice, Lin Fan’s eyes suddenly flashed with

coldness, and then sneered:

“He is indeed going to die soon, and you are going to die soon!”

Ok?

Lin Tianxun at the other end was stunned, and then he said in a deep

voice:

“Lin Fan, it’s you!”

Then, he suddenly thought of something, and said in astonishment:

“What did you just say, **he is going to die soon?”

**But his confidant still has a few masters under his hand. Isn’t it as

easy as catching turtles in the urn to catch Lin Fan?

How could he die?

But at this time, Lin Fan smiled indifferently:

“Yes, because I will kill him!”

Upon hearing this, Lin Tianxun on the other end was quiet for a long

time, and then he burst into laughter crazily.

“You killed the sex? Are you kidding me? How can you kill the sex

based on your trash?”

He didn’t believe that Lin Fan had such ability at all.

“Can I kill him, you won’t know in a moment?”

Lin Fan sneered, hung up the phone directly, and then asked **:

“Lin Tianxun, where are you now? Take me to see him!”

**Looking at Lin Fan in horror:

“you sure?”

This guy knew that Lin Tianxun had arranged a must-kill game, but he

even took the initiative to drill in?

Isn’t this an idiot?

“Why, or do you want to die here?”

Lin Fan asked with a sneer.

** Suddenly struck a spirit, and a vague hatred was wiped out of his

eyes:

“I’ll take you to see the Second Young Master!”

Anyway, he planned to take Lin Fan to see Lin Tianxun. Although

there was some accident in the process, the result was consistent.

Moreover, ** also knew that Lin Tianxun had arranged a great master

to wait for him to die in order to deal with that Lin Grandmaster.

That existence comes from the mysterious hidden Sejong gate, and its

strength is very terrifying!

Lin Fan will die if he dares to go!

Then, a sinister smile appeared at the corner of the **’s mouth, and at

the same time mocked Lin Fan’s recklessness in his heart.

When the Second Young Master was there, Lin Fan was dead!

See Bai Yi here!

She was completely scared, she looked at Lin Fan in disbelief:

“Lin Fan, how many secrets are you keeping from me?”

Lin Fan just smiled bitterly and said:

“Wife, when I come back, I will explain everything to you clearly,

okay?”

Bai Yi hesitated for a while, after all, he sighed and said:

“You must come back safely and explain all this to me!”

Lin Fan nodded his head heavily, and then rushed to the destination

with his wife!
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